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Document Revisions

Change
Date

Page
#

Description of Change

9/7/21 8 Clarify that principals reached out directly to families considering Independent
Study.

9/7/21 12 Curative testing cost for students/staff covered by the district. Removed exact
cost since it can change.

9/7/21 16 Added Exposure Notice information.

9/7/21 17 Added Learning Continuity during quarantine information.
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We’re Still in this Together #SaratogaStrong

The staff and families of Saratoga Union School District, along with districts across the
country, continue to be deeply impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Our learners and
staff were catapulted into sudden shelter in place in March 2020. Hopes for a normal
back to school were dashed that following fall and the academic year opened in
distance learning. Thanks to the hard work of our many dedicated teachers and staff,
SUSD was able to gradually reopen in February even as other districts remained virtual.
We eagerly welcomed our students back to campus that spring during the on-ramps. In
summer, SUSD held Academic Summer School and JumpStart, where students were
able to play with components of social emotional learning weaved in.

SARS-CoV-2 guidance from the public health department at the state and county level,
along with CDC, informs our planning for the 2021-2022 academic school year. We all
share in the worry of this contagious virus and variants. The safety of our students,
staff, and families is paramount.

We are proud of how SUSD families and staff have come together during this extended
time of stress and uncertainty. We are profoundly grateful for the patience, resilience,
professionalism, and kindness shown by our entire learning community. We remain
committed to ensuring each and every student receives an outstanding educational
experience to the safest extent possible.

Ken Geisick Ed.D
Superintendent
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Ongoing Guidance and Direction

⇨              ⇨
From

Public Health
(county and state)

From
SUSD Board of Trustees

From
SUSD Leadership Staff

Requirements and
recommendations to

reduce risk of COVID-19
transmission based on:

General direction and
guiding principles

based on:

Classroom structure, class
scheduling, logistics,

day-to-day operations,
implementation based on:

● Evidence
● Scientific research
● Current

epidemiologic data
● Best practices

Protect the health and
safety of students, staff,
and broader community

● Requirements and
recommendations
from Santa Clara
County Public
Health Department
(SCCPHD)

● Fiscal stewardship
aligned to student
and staff needs

● Collaborative
discussion with
stakeholders

● Survey input from
parents and staff

● Requirements and
recommendations
from Santa Clara
County Public
Health Department
(SCCPHD)

● Best use of district
resources

● Enrollment, staffing,
campus space,
available resources,
budget
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Teaching and Learning
SUSD’s focus areas:

● In-person, full-day instructions as close to “normal” as possible and to the safest
extent possible

● Independent Study option for students with medical concerns as permitted by
the state (Assembly Bill AB 130)

● Pupil learning lag
● Mental health and social-emotional well-being of students and staff
● Follow public health department mandates
● Virtual public engagement and outreach, stakeholder engagement
● School child nutrition

The following district departments are continuously refining approaches to safety and
communication, working alongside teaching and learning:

● Educational Services (teaching and learning) - defining and addressing
professional development needs, assessments, systems of support,
social-emotional learning, enhancing engagement in various instructional models

● District Leadership, Site Administration, District Nurse - continuing
communication, development, and implementation of COVID-19 safety protocols

● Facilities - implementing safety protocols, cleaning, disinfection, ventilation
● Technology - providing services and support needed for in-person school and

independent study

The district is collaborating with education and public health departments, and
neighboring districts to stay informed of changing conditions and identify resources.

● Santa Clara County Department of Public Health (SCCDPH)
● Santa Clara County Office of Education (SCCOE)
● Santa Clara County Superintendents Association (SCCSA)
● California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal OSHA)
● California School Boards Association (CSBA)
● SUSD labor leaders: Saratoga Teachers Association (STA) and Saratoga

Classified Association (SCA)
● SUSD parent leaders via Superintendent’s Advisory Council (SAC)
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Learning Options for Fall 2021

State Requirements
The California state legislature and Governor are emphasizing the importance of fully
reopening schools for in-person learning and the continuity of in-person instruction.
School districts have been directed to assume full-time, in-person instruction for the
2021-2022.

Distance Learning as implemented last year is no longer allowed by state legislation
effective 2021-2022. Per state directive, independent study is the only allowable virtual
option for students.

In other words, SUSD is not permitted to offer distance learning.

Independent study as defined by the state is “an alternative to classroom instruction
consistent with a school district’s course of study and is not an alternative curriculum.”
Independent study, as the name implies, is a mix of some synchronous instruction with
a teacher and independent at-home learning asynchronously.

In Person Learning
All four schools are planning for in-person instruction on a regular full day pre-pandemic
schedule. The school day will be as close to normal as allowable under public health
directives - in-person classes, activities, enrichment, lunch, recess and social interaction
with teachers, staff, and peers.

SUSD administrative staff strongly recommend that students return to school
campuses for a “normal” academic experience with the richness of in-person teaching
and socialization. With multi-layered mitigation protocols such as universal masking
indoors, frequent hand washing, ventilation and filtration, ongoing testing for COVID-19,
vaccinations for eligible ages, and parent responsibility to keep symptomatic children
home, we feel confident we are providing a safe learning environment. Last spring and
during summer school and JumpStart, there was no evidence of COVID-19 transmission
at our schools.
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If a student wishes to transfer from in-person to independent study at any point, the
transfer should be able to occur within a few days.

Refer to the section later in this document regarding “operating rules” for a safe back
to in-person school.

Independent Study
For families with health concerns, independent study will be offered by SUSD or by
SUSD in partnership Stride Learning (TK-5) and the Santa Clara County Office of
Education (6-8).

Please note that independent study is meant as an alternative for families whose
members may have health risks. Although independent study is primarily done at home,
there are weekly “live interaction” physically distanced activities to promote
connectedness with the teacher(s). Independent study is not intended for students who
reside temporarily out of the district. Families enrolling in SUSD’s independent study
program must meet the residency requirements stated in Education Code section 48200
and District Board Policy 5111.

Students who select Independent Study in the binding ticket will be communicated with
on next steps and enrolling during the week of August 9. Principals will reach out
directly to families who selected Independent Study to provide guidance and answer
questions.
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Independent Study Summary

Grades TK-5:
● SUSD Virtual School (SVS Independent Study) will open in Fall 2021 for TK-5.
● Instruction via Stride Learning LMS and coordinated by a certificated SUSD teacher.
● Participating students will be transferred from their current in-person school to SVS for virtual learning.
● When a SVS student transitions back to in-person, the transfer will occur within 5 days of request.

Grades 6-8:
● Independent Study Program for middle schoolers will enroll in the Santa Clara County Office of

Education Independent Study school/program.
● All subjects will be overseen by a county teacher who is credentialed for the subject being taught.
● Participating students will be transferred from Redwood to the SCCOE program.
● When the student transitions back to in-person, the transfer will occur within 5 days of request.
● Upon return, grades 6-8 students will be scheduled into in-person academic and elective classes where

there is space available.

All grades:
Independent study is NOT intended for students who reside temporarily out of the district. Families enrolling in
SUSD’s independent study program must meet the residency requirements stated in Education Code section
48200 and District Board Policy 5111. Families residing outside the district, even temporarily, must enroll in the
district where the children live/sleep.

Program and Curriculum

Teacher(s) provides a standards-based online curriculum for learning at home. Students complete the work
independently.

Independent study includes synchronous and asynchronous instruction and some live interaction (check-ins,
attendance, material swaps, etc).

Grades TK-5 instruction is via Stride Learning. Check-ins and coordination will be overseen by an SUSD teacher.

Grades 6-8 instruction is via the County Office of Education with county teachers credentialed in their course
subject.

Grade levels may be combined. Other district students may be in the same virtual classroom.

Required instructional minutes and attendance requirements are set by the state.

Technology support will be provided by SUSD or the host entity.

Enrollment and Transfers

Independent Study its own school/program. Independent Study students are not enrolled at Argonaut, Foothill,
Redwood, or Saratoga.
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Participating students will be transferred to the Independent Study program.

Students may request return to in-person at any time. Transfers will occur within 5 days of request.

Grades TK-5: Upon return to in-person learning, SUSD will make every effort to return the student back to their
original elementary school, however it is not guaranteed. If space is not available, the student will be placed at
one of the other SUSD elementary schools. SUSD cannot hold spots at a school.

Grades 6-8: The student’s schedule of core academic classes and electives will be made when the student
returns to in-person. Elective selection may be limited by spaces available.

Communication and eNews are provided by the Independent Study program, district, or county, not prior
in-person school.

A student with disabilities cannot participate in independent study unless the student's IEP specifically provides
for that participation. Interested families should reach out to their school principal.

The intent of Independent Study is to provide an alternative for students who have medical concerns. Therefore,
students cannot participate in activities/events at their original school since they should not be in-person with
groups of children.

Tuition Free Online Charter School
Families may also opt to enroll their student in a tuition-free CA online charter school.
There are several well established and experienced schools that have served
independent study students for years. Students must disenroll from SUSD in order to
attend an online charter school. When students return to SUSD they will need to
re-register.

Families selecting this option may want to consider if the school is WASC accredited
(examples: CA Virtual Academy, K12.com, CA Connections, Ocean Grove Charter, etc.)
This list is NOT an endorsement of any kind.
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Fall 2021 Back To School Operations
District staff continue to closely monitor COVID-19 impacts on our school operations.
As with all things related to COVID-19, health directives and state/county information
shift rapidly. Guidelines are constantly evolving day to day. The Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) is expected to release changes in November.

Back To School “Operating Rules”

Based on what is known at the time of this document publication.

Guidelines are evolving. SUSD will keep parents/staff updated.

Masking

● All students and staff are required to mask indoors regardless of

vaccination status.*

● Masking outdoors is highly recommended but not required.

● Schools must provide a face covering to students who

inadvertently fail to bring a face covering to school.

*Persons exempted from wearing a face covering due to a medical condition, must wear

a non-restrictive alternative, such as a face shield with a drape on the bottom edge, as

long as their condition permits it.

Class sizes ● Slightly smaller class sizes than pre-pandemic.

Distancing

● No requirements per state/county.
● Staggered lunch/recess.
● No outdoor student locker usage at RMS.
● Indoor locker room (masked) for PE under evaluation.

Desk Shields
● Optional, available by request.
● SUSD has a supply of desk shields if the teacher and/or parent

requests one.

Drop Off/Pick up

● Recommendation: use contactless curbside drop-off and pick-up.
● Elementary school parents may walk their child to a designated

meeting spot during the first few weeks of school if they wish.
School sites will communicate their drop-off and dismissal
protocols.
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Health Screening

● Parents and staff should check symptoms before coming to
school.

● Screening question signage visible at all sites, drop-off/pick-up
zones, offices.

● ParentSquare screening is no longer required.
● WE ALL SHARE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT OUR

LEARNING COMMUNITY. Symptomatic students and staff, or
close contacts to a positive case, should NOT come to school.

Isolation Rooms
● Each school has an isolation room.
● Symptomatic students will be sent to an isolation room for parent

pick up.

Lunch and Recess

● Outdoor eating recommended.
● Staggered lunch/recess at elementary school to facilitate outdoor

seating as much as possible.
● Eat outdoors in quad and under the covered walkways at RMS.
● Vaccinated staff may eat distanced in break room. Unvaccinated

staff is recommended to eat in their vehicle or alone in the
classroom.

Quarantine and
Contact Tracing

● District follows quarantine protocols defined by the SCCPHD.
● Two SUSD “COVID-19 Designees” monitor and implement

contact tracing and quarantine notifications, maintaining
confidentiality.

● If an entire class is quarantined, class will temporarily be held
virtually with their teacher.

● If a student is absent due to symptoms or quarantine, teachers are
working on plans for student at-home learning.

Notifications and
COVID-19
Dashboard

● Notifications of positive cases on campus will be sent following
the protocols set by SCCPHD.

● The COVID-19 dashboard will be updated regularly once school
begins. Located at www.saratogausd.org/covid19.

Staff Vaccination
and Testing

● Nasal swab testing via Curative (testing cost covered by the
district).

● Unvaccinated staff must test 1x/week. Vaccinated staff will have
the option to test as well.

● Staff vaccination percentage to be updated as staff return from
summer recess, in progress.

Student
Vaccination

● Available for 12 years+, contact your healthcare provider.
● Vaccination rate in SUSD is not known as there is no county
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mandated reporting requirement at this time.
● SUSD will schedule a vaccination clinic when available for ages 11

and younger.

Student Testing

● Nasal swab testing via Curative
● Available every 3-4 weeks once school is underway - rotate

testing each week between primary grades, intermediate, and
middle.

● Parents must opt their child in to be tested.
● Notices to be sent prior to testing for parents to sign up their

child.

Band/Choir

● No new guidance received yet regarding aerosol generating
activities. For back-to-school, keep Spring 2021 rules in place until
new guidance is received.

● Outdoor only.
● Canopy tents to be set up when necessary due to weather

conditions.

Assemblies ● No large gatherings indoors.

Field Trips ● No field trips.

Volunteers

● Minimize number of volunteers to keep exposures down.
● Small number of volunteers may be permitted to help in the office

work room or outdoor recess/lunch.
● At-home prep volunteer work is fine and welcome!
● Volunteers on campus must provide proof of COVID-19 vaccine

completion and cleared per TB and background check (see
saratogausd.org/volunteer)

After School and
Events

● Outdoor events are permitted but keep crowding to a minimum.
● Masking/distancing outdoors is recommended but not required.
● SUSD’s priority is maintaining the essential academic school day.

Transmission at a non-essential afterschool event/activity could
launch classes into quarantine.

● SUSD will follow and communicate guidelines as they change
during the school year per SCCPHD and CDPH.

PPE
● Adequate PPE supplies (masks, gloves, face shields, gowns) are on

hand for staff.
● PPE training for new staff is ongoing.
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HVAC/Ventilation
● Classroom HVAC units set on continuous fresh air exchange
● MERV 13 filters are currently being replaced for the start of

school. Filters are replaced quarterly per ASHRAE guidelines.

Cleaning and
Disinfection

● Daily cleaning of classrooms and bathrooms.
● Disinfections will occur if there is a positive COVID case per CDC

guidelines.
● Touchless hand sanitizer dispensers in all classrooms, MPR and

offices.

Other Measures

● Portable HEPA filter unit has been provided for all classrooms and
offices.

● Desk shields are available for both students and staff as
requested.

● All classrooms have been stocked with a PPE kit which includes
gloves, masks for students and staff, disinfectant wipes and face
shields for staff.

● One-touch hand faucets were installed in the bathrooms.
● Staff will be signing into schools/rooms using QR codes to assist

with contact tracing.
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Community Expectations
We’re in this TOGETHER! As students return to campus, keeping our students healthy
and safe can be done ONLY if everyone follows the county health guidelines both IN
and OUT of school. Learn the 3 R’s:

Responsibility to prevent the spread of COVID-19

➔ Monitor for COVID-19 symptoms daily.
➔ KEEP YOUR CHILD HOME WHEN THEY ARE SICK OR EXHIBIT ANY COVID-19

SYMPTOMS!
➔ Adhere to notification, quarantine, and return-to-school protocols if your child or

close contact was exposed to or tests positive for COVID-19.
➔ Adhere to school pick up and drop off procedures.
➔ Although school staff cannot enforce what families do outside of school hours, we ask

that ALL students’ and their household members follow the SCCPHD health orders.

Respect the health of your fellow teachers and classmates

➔ Practice good hygiene.
➔ Maintain physical distance when possible.
➔ Wear a mask or face covering to protect yourself and others indoors. Although

optional, wearing a mask outdoors is highly recommended.
➔ Monitor your health symptoms.

Ready to learn!

➔ Practice wearing a mask! Encourage your child to wear their mask as much as
possible.

➔ Model a positive attitude around your children. They take their cues from you.
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Back To School Learning Lag Strategies
A battery of assessments will be administered within the first month of school to
establish baseline data for each student. Examples include:

● ELPAC initial testing for new TBD/EL students grades TK-8
● iReady ELA assessments for grades 4-8
● iReady Math assessments for grades 4-8
● DRA for reading levels in grades K-5
● Eureka math beginning of year assessments for grades 1-5
● ESGI for incoming kindergarten
● Review of SBAC spring 2021 scores
● Data and observation will inform additional interventions, classroom supports, or

services.

Exposure Notices
The health and safety of all students and staff are our top priority. Santa Clara County
Public Health Department (SCCPHD) works closely with all local school districts and
has defined the response protocols for COVID-19. District staff work closely with
SCCPHD to address any reported positive case or exposure.

Because of the evolving nature of the pandemic, the response protocols set by SCCPHD
will continue to evolve as well.

At this time, there are 3 types of notifications that parents/staff may receive in event of
exposure on campus. The district’s COVID-19 Response Team upon receiving
notification of a positive case or exposure to a positive case will contact trace and then
notify affected families and staff within a few hours.

● Notice Type 1: Notice to the Positive Case
Anyone who has been diagnosed with COVID-19 will receive this letter, detailing
isolation steps per county requirements.

● Notice Type 2: Notice to Close Contact
Anyone who has been identified as a close contact (within 0-6 feet of the positive
case for more than 15 minutes over a 24-hour period), will receive this letter,
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detailing quarantine steps and testing protocols per county requirements.

● Notice Type 3: Secondary Contact Exposure on Campus
Anyone who may have been exposed to a close contact (defined above), will
receive this letter.  No isolation or quarantine is required in this case.

Response to Suspected or Confirmed Cases and Close

Contacts and Learning Continuity

Suspected COVID-19 Case(s):

● An isolation room or area is located at each school site to separate anyone who
exhibits COVID-19 symptoms.

● Students or staff exhibiting symptoms must immediately wear a face covering
and wait in an isolation area until they can be transported home or to a
healthcare facility, as soon as practicable. For serious illness, 911 will be called.

Confirmed COVID-19 Cases(s):

● Trained SUSD COVID-19 designees will implement the protocols for quarantining,
contact tracing, and notifications as defined by SCCPHD.

● Student and staff personal health information is confidential and cannot be
disclosed.

The response/protocols are set by SCCPHD.

Learning Continuity In Case Of Quarantine or Illness:

● Case 1: Individual students kept at home due to COVID-19 symptoms

Symptomatic individuals are REQUIRED to stay home and get tested. Symptoms
include: fever, chills, cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, sore
throat, muscle or body aches, fatigue, nausea, vomiting or diarrhea, headache,
loss of taste or smell.

The focus should be on the health of the student. Students should rest and not
worry about school work nor attendance. Their teacher(s) will work with your
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child on catching up and make-up work. If the student tests positive for
COVID-19, refer to Case 2.

● Case 2: Students have been placed into isolation or quarantine by SUSD or the
County Public Health Department due to being positive or being a close contact
to a positive case

Students in isolation or quarantine will be provided additional support because
the quarantine period is a longer stretch of time (>3 days)

If the student is feeling well enough, teachers will provide at-home work via
Google Classroom, Canvas, and/or go-home packets.

A designated substitute teacher will serve as a liaison with the classroom
teachers, the student and the parent. This staff member will check-in daily with
quarantined students and serve as a liaison between the teachers and the family.

Attendance credit will be given if the student is turning in work and checking in
with the teacher liaison.

If your child isn't feeling well, please focus on rest and recovery. Absences are
considered excused. Teacher(s) will work with your child on catching up and
make-up work later.

● Case 3: An entire class needs to go into quarantine

TK-5 classes will shift immediately to an online Zoom/Google Meet format for
the duration of the quarantine.

For grades 6-8, the designated teacher liaison will meet with teachers and have
class work/lessons ready within 24 hours for students who must quarantine.

Older students have been issued chromebooks that they bring back and forth
daily between home and school. For our younger students where chromebooks
are kept at school for safe keeping, we will deploy the chromebooks for pick up
within 24 hours of a class going into quarantine.
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Social and Emotional Learning Supports

SUSD is committed to ensuring a school climate that is safe, welcoming, and nurtures
our students. This year, we are implementing social-emotional programs in all grade
levels that will be supported by an SEL teacher.

In addition, guidance counselors provide support for our middle schoolers, CASSY
counselors are available at all four schools, and school psychologists are deployed to
each site. SUSD is rolling out KidPower and Challenge Success workshops during
school hours for students and evening workshops for parents.

School Meals
There will be no charge for meals during the 2021-2022 school year. Any in-person
student may receive free breakfast and lunch under the National School Lunch Program.

County, State, and Cal/OSHA Safety and Health
Protocols

Saratoga Union School District takes the health and safety of our learning community
seriously. The district follows all directives from the county and state. The most
updated protocols can be found on their websites.

Face Coverings and Other Essential Protective Gear
According to the Santa Clara County Public Health Department guidelines, a cloth face
covering is a material that covers the nose and mouth. It can be secured to the head
with ties or straps or wrapped around the lower face. It can be made of a variety of
materials, such as cotton, silk, or linen. The Santa Clara County Public Health
Department strongly encourages the use of reusable cloth face coverings.

The current State of California guidelines require use of face coverings for all staff and
students unless exempt, for indoor environments regardless of vaccination status.
Masking outdoors is highly recommended.
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Teachers may consider using face coverings with clear windows during instruction to
enable students to see the teacher’s mouth in settings where appropriate (e.g. English
Language Development, Special Education).

Face coverings will be provided for staff or students who lose or forget to bring a face
covering to school or who are found to be wearing an inappropriate face covering.
Students should keep a few extra masks in their backpack just in case.

Signage has been posted in high visibility areas to remind students and staff of where
face coverings are required and the appropriate use of face coverings.

Healthy Hygiene Practices
Staff and students will be reminded of proper handwashing technique, avoiding contact
with one’s eyes, nose and mouth, and covering coughs and sneezes.

No-touch hand sanitizer dispensers are available in each classroom and other indoor
spaces used by students or staff.

Staff is encouraged to develop routines to ensure students wash their hands or use
hand sanitizer upon arrival to campus, after using the restroom, after playing outside
and returning to the classroom, before and after eating, and after coughing and
sneezing.

Students and staff are encouraged to wash hands at staggered intervals to minimize
congregation around handwashing and hand sanitizer stations.

Signage is posted in high visibility areas to remind students and staff of proper
techniques for handwashing and covering of coughs and sneezes and other prevention
measures.

Adequate supplies will be provided to support healthy hygiene behaviors, which includes
soap, tissues, trashcans, no-touch hand sanitizer dispensers with at least 60% ethyl
alcohol hand sanitizer, one-touch faucets, and face coverings.
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Health Screenings for Students, Staff, and Visitors
Signs are posted at all entrances instructing students, staff and visitors not to enter
campus if they have any COVID-19 symptoms. COVID-19 symptoms include fever of
100℉ or higher, chills, cough, loss of taste or smell, shortness of breath, difficulty
breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, nausea, vomiting or diarrhea.

All staff and visitors coming onto campus must sign in to assist with possible contact
tracing. Health screening questions are defined by Santa Clara County Public Health
Department and include the following:

● Within the last 10 days have you been diagnosed with COVID-19 or had a test
confirming you have the virus?

● Within the past 14 days, have you had close contact with someone who has been
in isolation for COVID-19 or had a test confirming they have the virus? Close
contact is less than 6 feet distance for 15 minutes or more.

● Have you had any one or more of these symptoms today or within the past 3
days? Fever (100.0 or higher) or chills, cough, loss of taste or smell, shortness of
breath or difficulty breathing

● Have you had any one or more of these symptoms today or within the past 3
days and that are new or not explained by another reason? Fatigue, muscle or
body aches, headache, sore throat, nausea, vomiting or diarrhea
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